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I am often asked by people in my adult education classes what fly rod would I recommend. I like to 

hear people ask this question because it means they are thinking about going on with fly fishing and 

are contemplating buying their first fly rod. On the other hand, I don’t like to hear this question 

because I am being put on the spot to make a recommendation that involves many variables. I 

usually answer their question with a few of my own. 

 

The first thing I want to know is what the rod will be used for. To choose a fly rod you need to 

know what fish you want to catch. If you don’t want to catch fish the only other reason for buying a 

fly rod is to enjoy the art of casting. For some this can be a legitimate pursuit but for most people 

the purchase of a fly rod is to catch fish. Once you have established what species of fish you want 

to catch you can determine what flies you will need. The size of these flies will dictate the size of 

the fly line you will need to cast those flies. And finally, the size of the fly line will lead you to the 

right weight rod. 

 

Having established what weight fly rod a person would need, I then try to find out what action that 

rod should have. The action of a fly rod is a way of describing where it bends. To cast a fly 

efficiently we must use the weight of the fly line to load the rod and make it bend. Where a rod 

bends will make a difference to how it casts and how it fishes.  Finding an action to suit a particular 

person is a combination of their casting ability and the fishing they will do. Instead of asking 

questions about their preferred action for a fly rod, - a concept beginners have little idea about, I 

like to give them a test. 

 

The test consists of casting a number of rods in the same line weight and choosing the one that 

seems best. The rods range from very cheap to very expensive and each rod has the same line and 

reel. To make it more interesting the brand names are concealed. Actually, I don’t need to conceal 

the brand names as many of the students have yet to lean that “sage” is not just an herb they grow 

in their garden. 

 

The test reveals many interesting things. Apart from the fact that students discover that fly rods can 

be very expensive they learn that all fly rods feel different. This different feel can be attributed, in 

part, to the action of the rod. 

 

In general terms the action of a fly rod can be slow, medium or fast. Nowadays, rod manufacturers 

try to confuse us with subtle difference to these actions and describe them in a myriad of different 

terms. Rods can be “slow”, “medium”, “fast”,” progressive”, “medium fast”, “advanced slow 

action”,” moderate”, “full flex”, “tip-flex”, “mid-flex”, “through-flex”, “tip-action”, “mid-action”,  

“through-action” and probably more that I haven’t read about yet. 

 

 

To keep things simple I ask my students to tell me about the rods they tested and if they thought the 

rod bent slowly, quickly or somewhere in between. By combining their answers to which rod they 

liked with the way they thought it bent I am able to determine the rod action they preferred. 



Knowing what action a person prefers in their fly rod helps in making a recommendation but the 

type of fishing they do is also important. Certain rod actions work best in certain situations. For the 

sake of simplicity I usually refer to a rod’s action as being slow, medium or fast.  

 

Slow                               Medium                                Fast 

Slow action rods bend from the butt section of the rod to the tip. They load more slowly than the 

other types. These rods excel at casting heavy flies and making delicate presentation. The extra time 

needed to load and unload the rod allows for greater concentration on timing and accuracy. You 

would choose a slow action rod if you were a good caster and wanted to slow things down and feel 

the rod doing its work. If you fish light tippet and want to the rod to be a shock-absorber and 

cushion the lunges of a fighting fish you would choose a soft action rod. 

Medium action rods bend most in the top two-thirds of the rod. They load more slowly than fast 

action rods, and the tip moves through a greater arc. If you wanted to throw wider loops or do a lot 

of roll casting a medium action rod would be your choice. Medium action rods suit a more relaxed 

casting style and are more versatile. The slower action of these rods gives more time to get it right. 

A medium action rod makes it easier for a beginner to play and land a fish without busting it off. 

Fast rods have most of the bend or flex in the top third of the rod. They load and un-load faster and 

require a quicker tempo. In the hands of a good caster they produce longer casts and are better at 

casting in the wind. You would choose a fast action rod if you were a good caster and wanted to 

make long casts in windy conditions or quick deliveries with minimal effort. Playing and landing a 

fish on a fast action rod requires soft hands and quick reactions if you don’t want too many bust 

offs. 

I never recommend a fly rod to beginners until they have answered all my questions. When I know 

what they want the rod for and what action rod would suit them I am a little closer to being able to 

give them some ideas. There are still many more questions about price, warranty, length, colour etc 

that I need to pose before I start talking brand names. In the end, it is up to each of us to do our own 

research about the best fly rod to buy. I like to point people in the right direction but there are too 

many choices out there for me to be able to recommend one rod. 
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